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BLEARN . co
LEARN enables teachers to enhance the teaching and learning experience by providing a platform for conducting course activities and sharing materials online. Face-to-face instruction is combined with online means for students to participate (quiz, blog, games, assignments) and interact with each other (wiki, group work, forum) as well as for monitoring activities and assessment of learning outcomes.

manage your courses with blearn.

Effective training these days entails online participation and access to materials.

Teacher Convenience
Manage and run training from a single site, using a variety of means of engaging students. Work on materials from anywhere convenient. Automate work like plagiarism check, checking quizzes, peer evaluation.

Why Blended Learning?
• blended learning: combine face-to-face and online instruction!
Why?
• increased training effectiveness
• greater student engagement
• flexibility in delivery; avoiding monotony
• it's superior to purely face-to-face or purely online learning
• reduced training cost

Student Engagement
Blended learning suits diverse learning styles, thus engaging students more. It provides the flexibility for varying learning and personal priorities. Students tend to spend more time on the course if and when they are kept active through combined face-to-face and online activities focused on measurable learning outcomes.

Administration
Administration of courses has never been made easier than the use of our site analytics to monitor participation and levels of engagement. Activities and materials can be used and reused, shown or hidden, or built on top of one another.

Leave platform maintenance, upgrades, enhancements, and technical support to the experts. Focus on what matters most: teaching and learning!

With blearn, teaching and learning with technology are a cinch.

Blearn is run by MoodLearning, a team of dedicated, learner-focused individuals who provide back-to-front-end elearning support: installation, customization, development, tech support, training, integration, consulting.